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Abstract 
 

In our project we discuss a finite element time-relaxation method for high 

Reynolds number flows.  The key idea consists of using local projections on 

polynomials defined on macro element of each pair of two elements sharing a face. 

We give the formulation for the scalar convection–diffusion equation and a 

numerical illustration. 
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1. Introduction  
 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a branch of fluid mechanics that 

makes use of numerical methods to solve and analyze problems that involve fluid 

flows.  One of the most challenging problems in the CFD is the computation of 

high Reynolds number flows (turbulent flow).  The Reynolds number Re =   

 
 , 

which is the ratio of Inertial forces to Viscous forces.  It is a dimensionless number 

and can determine the types of fluid regimes.  If Re is small, i.e., the viscous forces 

are dominant, the flow will be laminar.  If Re is large, i.e., the inertial forces are 

dominant, the flow will be turbulent.  The Navier-Stokes equation is a set of 

nonlinear partial differential equations that describe the fluid flow.  It is possible to 

find some particular solutions of Navier-Stokes equation, but all such solutions are 

unstable at high Reynolds number.   By applying the standard Galerkin method for 

convection dominated problems (high Reynolds flow), the approximations contain 

spurious oscillations that are actually not present in the true solution.  Large eddy 

simulation (LES) is a technique to deal with this kind of problem, where small 

scales are separated by a filtering process and considering the required scales to be 

resolved.  An approach to regularize the flow is the time-relaxation method, where 

a penalty term is added from the filtered to the unfiltered solution [1]. 

       The turbulence model can be replaced by the use of Stabilized finite element 

methods.  In these methods, the finite element methods are stabilized by different 

stabilization techniques.  These methods are designed to have optimal convergence 

for a smooth solution [9,8,2,4].  Some of the standard stabilization techniques are 

Artificial Diffusion, Galerkin Least square and SUPG (Streamline Upwind/Petrov 

Galerkin) methods.  In the simple case of the linear transport equation, similar 

quasi-optimal convergence proofs were obtained for a finite element realization of 

the time-relaxation method [7].  Here we draw the similarities of the symmetric 
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stabilization and the time-relaxation method; we propose a simplified time-

relaxation method.  Here, instead of considering a global H
1
 projection for the 

construction of filtered approximation, we use the Local L
2
 projection, onto a local 

space of smoother functions.  
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2. Background and Theory  

                        Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been rapidly growing 

over the past several years in industrial and scientific fields.  It is complicated and 

expensive to solve some problems experimentally.  So analytical methods and, in 

particular, numerical methods are the effective approaches for these types of 

problem.  Analytical methods are not often used, as they have limited applicability 

in most applications.  The rapid increase in computational power has led to more 

usage of numerical simulations and the need for more advanced algorithms.  Finite 

Element Methods, Finite Difference Methods and Finite Volume Methods are the 

three main techniques for constructing numerical solutions, out of which Finite 

Element Methods (FEM) are largely used in most of the industrial and scientific 

applications, at least for solid mechanics applications.  

The concept of turbulence is complicated and very widely used, it is the subject of 

intense research in the field of scientific computing and industrial applications.  

The accurate solution of convection dominated problems has been a challenging 

issue.  Some kind of stabilization is needed in order to obtain the physical solution.  

This has led to the development of various stabilization techniques.  Some of the 

stabilization techniques and other techniques are detailed.  Douglas and Dupont’s 

result for smooth solutions [12] has motivated the development of many non-

standard Galerkin methods, stabilizations and regularizations.  A different recent 

approach is the time-relaxation method.  It is one type of regularization method. 

The regularization here is done by the addition of the relaxation parameter from the 

filtered to the unfiltered solution [1].  The relaxation method is based on filtering 

and deconvolution mechanism.  Firstly, the flow discontinuities are filtered so as to 

have a smooth solution.  Then, the regularized deconvolution is applied to the 

filtered equations to accurately represent the nonlinear combination of the 
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discontinuous solution components.  Inorder for stable integration the evolution 

equations are supplemented by relaxation regularization based on a secondary filter 

operation and a relaxation parameter.  The relaxation term when applied to the 

Navier-Stokes equation, acts upon the small scales of the flow and makes them 

driven to zero.  The advantage of the relaxation regularization is that it leaves the 

differential equation type unchanged.  A stable approximation, but less accurate, is 

the upwind finite volume method.  It is a simple scheme to approximate the cell 

face values for the convective terms.  It takes the values from the upstream cell,     

which will give a convection contribution to the discretized equation.  The upwind 

scheme can be interpreted as the centered scheme with added artificial velocity 

dependent, numerical diffusion.  This is the fundamental stabilizing effect of 

upwind approximations. 

                Stabilized finite element methods have grown in popularity, especially 

for fluid dynamics applications.  The turbulence model can be replaced by the use 

of Stabilized finite element methods.  In these methods, the finite element methods 

are stabilized by one or other of a large number of different stabilization 

techniques.  One of the stabilization techniques for the convection-diffusion 

problem is the Artificial Diffusion method.  In general, the numerical instabilities 

occur when the convection term is large to that of the diffusive term in the 

solution.   This method artificially enlarges the contribution of the diffusion term in 

the solution, which gives the approach its name.  The main purpose of this 

technique is to smooth the transitions and the amount of diffusion dependent on the 

material properties, element size and velocity.  The solution obtained with the 

technique of artificial diffusion is the numerical approximation of another 

differential equation, with additional diffusion, but if the additional diffusion 

vanishes as the mesh is refined, it will converge to the solution of the original 
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equation.  If the extra diffusion is high, the difference with the exact solution is 

also large.  Another stabilization technique that is common is SUPG (Streamline 

Upwind/ Petrov-Galerkin) which was introduced by Brooks and Hughes [15].  The 

motivation behind this method is to utilize the artificial diffusion in a better way to 

smooth the transitions.  It induces a certain amount of artificial diffusion in the 

direction of streamlines.  The right amount of artificial diffusion here is controlled 

by the stabilization parameter that weights the perturbation.  Here the perturbation 

is multiplied with the residual form that keeps it consistent already from the outset 

and also satisfies the stabilized weak formulation.  A method which is commonly 

referred to as a mixed or hybrid method is the Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) 

method which was initially introduced by Reed and Hill [16].  After this method 

made its way into the field of computational fluid dynamics it has been used in 

variety of applications.  It combines the aspects of both finite element and finite 

volume methods and the solutions are represented as a polynomial approximation 

within each element as in FEM, while the inter-element convection terms are 

resolved with upwinded flux formulas as in FVM.  The solution representations in 

each element are kept independent of other cells solution, with inter-element 

communication occurring with the elements sharing a common face.  So this 

method can be better handled in a wide variety of elements and mesh topologies.  

 

A new stabilized finite element method for the Stokes problem is established, 

based on local L
2
 pressure projection [13].  These projections are introduced in 

order to address instability present for elements which make use of equal-order 

approximation of pressure and velocity.  Because of this equal-order finite element 

spaces, the range of divergence is a piecewise polynomial space of one degree less 

than pressure space, which will never satisfy the inf-sup condition.  In the mixed 

variational form of the stokes equation, stability of the weak equation results in a 
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special relation equivalent to inf-sup condition, which guarantees that the pressure 

space coincides with the range of divergence operator.  This inf-sup condition is 

enough for stable mixed finite element approximations of Stokes equation; if it is 

not fulfilled, instability may occur.  To eliminate the instability, an element based 

pressure projections in the mixed bilinear form are used.  However still it is 

observed that a pair of the form such as P1-P0 which is formally consistent but 

unstable.  It is clear that eliminating the velocity-pressure inconsistency alone may 

not be enough to ensure stability.  In this stabilization approach, in addition to local 

pressure projection an additional term is added that penalizes pressure deviation 

from the consistent polynomial order, which makes the problem remain stable for 

all equal- order pressure-velocity pairs.  One of the main advantages of this method 

is the computations of pressure projections and the penalty form is completely 

local.  The method based on polynomial projections leads to symmetric linear 

systems and independent of mesh-dependent stabilization parameter.  

A finite element method using the interior penalty stabilization is the Continuous 

Interior Penalty method for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation.  This 

method was introduced by Burman and Hansbo [6] as an extension of the interior 

penalty method proposed by Douglas and Dupont [12] for convection dominated 

problems.  Here, the incompressibility and conservative effects are stabilized by 

the addition of an interior penalty term giving L
2
-control of the jump of gradient 

over the internal faces.  One of the important issues in this method is, the 

stabilization allows for estimates that are uniform in the Reynolds number and the 

method allows for a decoupling of the analysis for pressure and velocity terms to 

prove convergence.  The priori estimates are similar to those obtained in [9] in the 

case of piece wise linear elements and quasi optimal for the velocities with the loss 

of h
1/2

 with respect to the approximation usual for the stabilized method. 
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3. Method 

                     The finite element framework of our method is given below: 

          We consider that {Th}h, with Th = {K}, be a quasi-uniform family of meshes 

where  h = maxk∊Th diam (K).  The set of interior faces is denoted by Fh and for 

each face F ∈ Fh we introduce the macro element  ̂ consisting of K and K
ǀ
 ∈ Th 

such that F = K ∩ K
ǀ
 .  We introduce the standard finite element space Vh of 

piecewise isoparametric polynomial functions vh, such that the reference 

polynomial space contains the set of polynomials of maximal total degree k, Pk.   

Also we introduce the local polynomial spaces  

                  Wl (  ̂) : = { w ∈ Pl(  ̂)}, l ≥0.  and 

We define the scalar products ( f , g)Ω := ʃΩ fg dx and  (f , g)∂Ω := ʃ∂Ω fg ds for         

L
2 
–functions  f ,g. 

3.1 Formulation of the original Time Relaxation method  

We consider that Ω⊂ d
   be a polygonal domain with boundary ∂Ω and exterior 

normal n, d=2, 3.  Our model problem reads 

-ϵ∆u + β.∇u+ u = f ∈ L
2
 (Ω) in Ω, u=0 on ∂Ω, and                               (1) 

In problem (1), we take ϵ ∈ 
+
 and β ∈ [W

1,∞
 (Ω)]

 2
 and f ∈ L

2
 (Ω) is the source 

term  The weak form of this equation is to find u ∈ V such that a(u, v) = (f, v) for 

all v ∈ V, with Galerkin approximation find uh ∈ Vh such that a(uh, vh) = (f, vh) for 

all   vh ∈ Vh.  The idea of time-relaxation is to add a relaxation term [7] which is of 

the form S (u, v)  

              S (u, v) = ( ґ 
-1

(u- Gu), v- Gv)Ω,   
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The bilinear form S is symmetric and positive semi-definite and where G is some 

filtering operator, G: V →W, where W is a space which contains functions of 

higher regularity.  The relaxation time ґ sets the dissipation rate for the scales 

which are filtered out by G, corresponding to the eddy turn over time. 

For this linear problem, the Peclet number, Pe =L β/ϵ, takes the place of the 

Reynolds number. 

In the Galerkin method, due to the energy accumulation on the highest frequencies, 

spurious oscillations occur, which are not part of the actual solution.  In finite 

element methods, the piecewise polynomial approximates the space, and the 

highest frequencies are represented by the singularities over the element faces, 

which mean the jumps in the solution or its derivatives over element faces.  We 

wish to exploit here this property of scale separation that naturally occurs in finite 

element methods.  

The original scheme works as follows.  For each interior face F, let the projection 

GF be defined by GF uh ∊ Wl( ̂)  such that 

      (GFuh, vh)  ̂  = (uh, vh) ̂  ,   ∀ vh ∊ Wl( ̂) and 

Clearly by orthogonally of the projection this operator is symmetric, i.e. 

      (uh - GFuh, vh)  ̂  = (uh - GFuh, vh - GFvh)  ̂  .                                          (3) 

The time relaxation term is defined by  

  Sl (uh, vh) = ΣF∊ fh   ґF
-1((uh - GFuh), vh)  ̂  ,  

which will act on the singular part of the finite element solution only in which l is 

the polynomial order of the projection space Wl( ̂).  
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The time relaxation term  ґF := hf/ σF where σF > 0 denotes a flow velocity, may be 

chosen locally to remain bounded away from zero.  The time relaxation term 

clearly has the physical dimension of time and corresponds to the time needed to 

cross KF .  The form (3) acts on the jump of uh and all its derivatives.  

                We have an opportunity to slightly vary the time relaxation term.  For 

instance, the following streamline diffusion form minimizes the crosswind 

diffusion: sl (uh, vh):= Σ F ∈ Fh (τβ ·∇(uh – GF uh), β. ∇(vh - GF vh))  ̂ .  

3.2 Implementation of a simplified time relaxation method 

Here we implement our simplified time relaxation method by using a patch ω 

consisting of only one element, the element on which we compute the gradient.  So 

we consider the patch ω as one single element and compute a constant gradient g 

on that patch by computing 

                   ∫        
 

  ∫ ∇      
 

. 

                  ∇U  = Bu,  

Where B contains the derivatives of the basis functions and u contains the 

unknown nodal values of the patch. 

So                        g  (
 

    ( )
∫      )  

 
            

Then the stabilization is to create a matrix 

             Sω = τ ∫  
 

  (   )
T
 (B   )      and assemble,  

Where c is the velocity field and τ is a user given number which relate to the 

diffusion ( larger gives more diffusion). 
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4. Numerical Example 

                                We considered Convection-Diffusion as our numerical example to 

illustrate the simplified finite element time relaxation method.   

4.1 convection-diffusion equation  

                      We considered that the bilinear form a(. , .) be defined by a(u, v):= 

(β. ∇u + u, v)Ω + (ϵ ∇u, ∇v )Ω  and the corresponding time relaxation finite element 

method reads,  

 find uh ∊ Vh
0 
:= Vh ∩ H0

1
(Ω) such that 

   a(uh, vh) + Sl (uh , vh) = ( f , vh )Ω ,              for all vh ∊Vh
0
 .                    (4) 

Here in our numerical example we use Ω = [-1,1]x[0,1] , β=(1, 1),ε=1e-9 and u=0 

on ∂Ω.  All the computations are done with the use of bilinear finite elements on 

quadrilateral mesh.  The approximation solution is represented by u
h
 and the exact 

solution is represented by u
e
.  We use the error norm e

h
L2 to investigate the 

convergence rate.  

The error norm is defined as  √∑ ∫ (  
    

 )   
 

 
      and the convergence rate 

is given as the rate at which the error norm changes with the mesh or the rate at 

which our approximate solution is getting close to the exact solution.  Here we 

considered the ratio of log(error) to the log(mesh size) to calculate the convergence 

rate. 
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5. Results 

                             The Approximate solution, the Exact solution and the corresponding 

Error are shown below at different meshes. 

 

Figure 1: Graphical representation of Finite element solution without time-relaxation term at 

refinement 1. 

 

 

Figure 2: Graphical representation of Finite element solution without time-relaxation term at 

refinement 2. 
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of Finite element solution without time-relaxation term at 

refinement 3. 

 

 

Figure 4: Graphical representation of Finite element solution without time-relaxation term at 

refinement 4. 
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Figure 5: Graphical representation of Finite element solution without time-relaxation term at 

refinement 5. 

Figure 6: Graphical representation of Finite element solution without time-relaxation term at 

refinement 6. 

The numerical values for the solution that we obtained without the addition of 

proposed time-relaxation term are listed in table 1. 
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Mesh Refinement Mesh size Error 

1 0.5000 0.0600 

2 0.2500 1.2207e+004 

3 0.1250 1.2181e+003 

4 0.0625 91.9325 

5 0.0313 6.1018 

6 0.0156 0.0156 

Table 1: Mesh size and the corresponding Error values at different meshes. 

The convergence rates, without the addition of time-relaxation term are observed 

to be -17.6333, 3.325, 3.7279, 3.9133, and 3.9755.  We observed from the above 

plots that the errors are very large and the solution is not an optimal. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Graphical representation of Finite element solution with the addition of proposed time-

relaxation term at refinement 1. 
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Figure 8: Graphical representation of Finite element solution with the addition of  proposed 

time-relaxation term at refinement 2. 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Graphical representation of Finite element solution with the addition of proposed time-

relaxation term at refinement 3. 
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Figure 10: Graphical representation of Finite element solution with the addition of proposed 

time-relaxation term at refinement 4. 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Graphical representation of Finite element solution with the addition of proposed 

time-relaxation term at refinement 5. 
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Figure 12: Graphical representation of Finite element solution with the addition of proposed 

time-relaxation term at refinement 6. 

 

The numerical values for the solution that we obtained with the addition of 

proposed time-relaxation term are listed in table 2. 

Mesh Refinement Mesh size Error 

1 0.5000 0.1022 

2 0.2500 0.0367 

3 0.1250 0.0052 

4 0.0625 8.9725e-004 

5 0.0313 2.1442e-004 

6 0.0156 5.3534e-005 

Table 2: Mesh size and the corresponding Error values at different meshes. 

The values of the convergence rates obtained with the addition of time-relaxation 

term are 1.4783, 2.8213, 2.5318, 2.0651 and 2.0019.  We observed that with the 

addition of proposed time-relaxation term to the convection-diffusion equation, the 
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error values are minimized as mesh size decreases or the approximate solution is 

getting close to the exact solution and yields to second order convergence which 

makes it an accurate and optimal solution.  The convergence plot is given below in 

figure 13.

  

 Figure 13: Convergence plot for the convection-diffusion equation with the addition of 

proposed time-relaxation method.  
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6. Conclusion 

A simplified time relaxation method for high Peclet number flows is proposed and 

tested numerically.  Our method is a completely local implementation, 

implemented on a patch consisting of only one element. It also leads to symmetric 

linear stabilization matrices.  The finite element solution for the stationary 

convection-diffusion equation with and without the use of proposed time-

relaxation term is observed and they clearly suggest the best results with the 

addition of time-relaxation term.  The time-relaxation term added externally acts 

upon the jump of the solution, thereby suppressing the excess energy which makes 

it a stabilized solution. 
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8.Appendix 
            

The matlab code for the proposed time-relaxation method is given below: 

          clear all 
clc 

  
nodes=[1,2,5,4;2,3,6,5]; 

  
xnod=[-1,0,1,-1,0,1]; 
ynod=[0,0,0,1,1,1]; 

  

  
% refine the mesh 

  
% for i=1:1 
%     [nodes,xnod,ynod]=refine(nodes,xnod,ynod); 
% end 

  
 velocity=[1,1]; 
diffusion=1e-9; 

  

  
% Convergence check: solve, refine, solve, refine a number of times 

  
num_refine=6; 

  
errorvector=zeros(num_refine,1); 
meshvector=zeros(num_refine,1); 

  
for iref=1:num_refine 

     
    [nodes,xnod,ynod]=refine(nodes,xnod,ynod); 

     
    nno=length(xnod); %the size of the nodes or the total length of nodes 
    nele=size(nodes,1); %returns the number of rows 
    coord=[1/sqrt(3),-1/sqrt(3)]; 

     

     
    neigh = neighbours(nodes); 
    S=spalloc(nno,nno,4*nno); 
    f=sparse(nno,1); 

     

     

     
    for elem=1:nele 
        sele=zeros(4,4); 
        fele=zeros(4,1); 
        B=zeros(2,4); 
        Bbar=zeros(2,6); 
        areaiel=0; 
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        locnod=nodes(elem,:); 
        xc=xnod(locnod); 
        yc=ynod(locnod); 

         
        for igau=1:2 
            xsi=coord(igau); 
            wx=2; 
           for jgau=1:2 
                 wy=2; 
               eta=coord(jgau); 
                [B,fi,detj]=shape(xc,yc,xsi,eta); 
                x=dot(fi,xc); 
                y=dot(fi,yc); 
        %        velocity=[y,-x]; 
                

sele=sele+detj*wx*wy*(diffusion*B'*B+fi'*(velocity(1)*B(1,:)+velocity(2)*B(2,

:))); 
                fele=fele+detj*wx*wy*fi'*rhs(x,y,velocity,diffusion); 

                 
                Bbar(:,1:4)=Bbar(:,1:4)+B*detj; 
                areaiel=areaiel+detj; 
            end 
        end 
        S(locnod,locnod)=S(locnod,locnod)+sele; 
        f(locnod)=f(locnod)+fele; 

         
        Bbar=Bbar(:,1:4)/areaiel; 
        stabele=zeros(size(Bbar,2)); 
        for igau=1:2 
            xsi=coord(igau); 
            wx=2; 
            for jgau=1:2 
                wy=2; 
                eta=coord(jgau); 
                [B,fi,detj]=shape(xc,yc,xsi,eta); 
                Bb1=velocity(1)*Bbar(1,:)+velocity(2)*Bbar(2,:); 
                B1=velocity(1)*B(1,:)+velocity(2)*B(2,:); 
                stabele=stabele+1e-3*detj*wx*wy*(B'-Bbar')*(B-Bbar); 
              %  stabele=stabele+2e-2*detj*(B1'-Bb1')*(B1-

Bb1)/norm(velocity); 
            end 
        end 
        S(locnod,locnod)=S(locnod,locnod)+stabele; 
    end 

     
    % Boundary conditions 
    ind=find(xnod ==min(xnod)  | ynod==min(ynod) | xnod ==max(xnod)  | 

ynod==max(ynod)); 
    val=zeros(size(ind)); 
    ind2=find(xnod==min(xnod)); 
    val2=zeros(size(ind2)); 
    ind=[ind;ind2]; 
    val=[val;val2]; 
    f=f-S(:,ind)*val; 
    free=setdiff([1:nno],ind); 
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    S=S(free,free); 
    f=f(free); 
    v=full(S\f); 

     
    u=zeros(nno,1); 
    u(free)=v; 
    u(ind)=val; 
    

figure(iref),subplot(2,2,1),patch(xnod(nodes'),ynod(nodes'),u(nodes'),u(nodes

')),title('Approximate solution')%,colorbar,axis equal 
    error=0; 
    for elem=1:nele 
        locnod=nodes(elem,:); 
        xc=xnod(locnod); 
        yc=ynod(locnod); 
        for igau=1:2 
            xsi=coord(igau); 
            wx=2; 
            for jgau=1:2 
                eta=coord(jgau); 
                wy=2; 
                [B,fi,detJ]=shape(xc,yc,xsi,eta); 
                error=error+wx*wy*detJ*((dot(fi,u(locnod))-

exact(dot(fi,xc),dot(fi,yc))))^2; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    ue=zeros(nno,1); 
    for i=1:nno 
    ue(i)=exact(xnod(i),ynod(i)); 
    end 
    

figure(iref),subplot(2,2,2),patch(xnod(nodes'),ynod(nodes'),ue(nodes'),ue(nod

es')),title('Exact solution')%,colorbar,axis equal 
    figure(iref),subplot(2,2,3),patch(xnod(nodes'),ynod(nodes'),ue(nodes')-

u(nodes'),ue(nodes')-u(nodes')),title('Error'),colorbar,axis equal 

     
    error=sqrt(error) 
    meshsize=sqrt(mean(polyarea(xnod(nodes'),ynod(nodes')))) 
    errorvector(iref)=error; 
    meshvector(iref)=meshsize; 

     
end % end refinement loop 
figure(7),clf 
plot(log(meshvector),log(errorvector),'k-

o'),xlabel('log({h})'),ylabel('log({error})'),grid on, axis equal 
convergencerate=diff(log(errorvector))./diff(log(meshvector)) 
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The matlab code for the usual finite element method is given below: 

 

 clear all 
clc 

  
nodes=[1,2,5,4;2,3,6,5]; 

  
xnod=[-1,0,1,-1,0,1]; 
ynod=[0,0,0,1,1,1]; 

  

  
% refine the mesh 

  
% for i=1:1 
%     [nodes,xnod,ynod]=refine(nodes,xnod,ynod); 
% end 

  
 velocity=[1,1]; 
diffusion=1e-9; 

  

  
% Convergence check: solve, refine, solve, refine a number of times 

  
num_refine=6; 

  
errorvector=zeros(num_refine,1); 
meshvector=zeros(num_refine,1); 

  
for iref=1:num_refine 

     
    [nodes,xnod,ynod]=refine(nodes,xnod,ynod); 

     
    nno=length(xnod); %the size of the nodes or the total length of nodes 
    nele=size(nodes,1); %returns the number of rows 
    coord=[1/sqrt(3),-1/sqrt(3)]; 

     

     
    neigh = neighbours(nodes); 
    S=spalloc(nno,nno,4*nno); 
    f=sparse(nno,1); 

     

     

     
    for elem=1:nele 
        sele=zeros(4,4); 
        fele=zeros(4,1); 
        B=zeros(2,4); 
        Bbar=zeros(2,6); 
        areaiel=0; 

         
        locnod=nodes(elem,:); 
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        xc=xnod(locnod); 
        yc=ynod(locnod); 

         
        for igau=1:2 
            xsi=coord(igau); 
            wx=2; 
           for jgau=1:2 
                 wy=2; 
               eta=coord(jgau); 
                [B,fi,detj]=shape(xc,yc,xsi,eta); 
                x=dot(fi,xc); 
                y=dot(fi,yc); 
        %        velocity=[y,-x]; 
                

sele=sele+detj*wx*wy*(diffusion*B'*B+fi'*(velocity(1)*B(1,:)+velocity(2)*B(2,

:))); 
                fele=fele+detj*wx*wy*fi'*rhs(x,y,velocity,diffusion); 

                 
                Bbar(:,1:4)=Bbar(:,1:4)+B*detj; 
                areaiel=areaiel+detj; 
            end 
        end 
        S(locnod,locnod)=S(locnod,locnod)+sele; 
        f(locnod)=f(locnod)+fele; 

         
        Bbar=Bbar(:,1:4)/areaiel; 
    end 

     
    % Boundary conditions 
    ind=find(xnod ==min(xnod)  | ynod==min(ynod) | xnod ==max(xnod)  | 

ynod==max(ynod)); 
    val=zeros(size(ind)); 
    ind2=find(xnod==min(xnod)); 
    val2=zeros(size(ind2)); 
    ind=[ind;ind2]; 
    val=[val;val2]; 
    f=f-S(:,ind)*val; 
    free=setdiff([1:nno],ind); 
    S=S(free,free); 
    f=f(free); 
    v=full(S\f); 

     
    u=zeros(nno,1); 
    u(free)=v; 
    u(ind)=val; 
    

figure(iref),subplot(2,2,1),patch(xnod(nodes'),ynod(nodes'),u(nodes'),u(nodes

')),title('Approximate solution')%,colorbar,axis equal 
    error=0; 
    for elem=1:nele 
        locnod=nodes(elem,:); 
        xc=xnod(locnod); 
        yc=ynod(locnod); 
        for igau=1:2 
            xsi=coord(igau); 
            wx=2; 
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            for jgau=1:2 
                eta=coord(jgau); 
                wy=2; 
                [B,fi,detJ]=shape(xc,yc,xsi,eta); 
                error=error+wx*wy*detJ*((dot(fi,u(locnod))-

exact(dot(fi,xc),dot(fi,yc))))^2; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    ue=zeros(nno,1); 
    for i=1:nno 
    ue(i)=exact(xnod(i),ynod(i)); 
    end 
    

figure(iref),subplot(2,2,2),patch(xnod(nodes'),ynod(nodes'),ue(nodes'),ue(nod

es')),title('Exact solution')%,colorbar,axis equal 
    figure(iref),subplot(2,2,3),patch(xnod(nodes'),ynod(nodes'),ue(nodes')-

u(nodes'),ue(nodes')-u(nodes')),title('Error')%,colorbar,axis equal 

     
    error=sqrt(error) 
    meshsize=sqrt(mean(polyarea(xnod(nodes'),ynod(nodes')))) 
    errorvector(iref)=error; 
    meshvector(iref)=meshsize; 

     
end % end refinement loop 
figure(7),clf 
plot(log(meshvector),log(errorvector),'k-

o'),xlabel('log({h})'),ylabel('log({error})'),grid on, axis equal 
convergencerate=diff(log(errorvector))./diff(log(meshvector)) 

  

  
 

The code for the sub functions which we have used for the thesis is as follows:  

 

For the sub function “exact” : 
function u=exact(xx,yy) 
u=(xx-1)*(xx+1)*(yy)*(yy-1); 

 

For the sub function “rhs” 
function f=rhs(x,y,beta,diffuse) 
f=beta(2)*(-1 + x^2)*(-1 + 2*y) + 2*(beta(1)*x*(-1 + y)*y - diffuse*(-1 + x^2 

- y + y^2)); 

 

 

 

For the sub function “refine” : 

   
function [nodesn, xnodn, ynodn] = refine(nodes, xnod, ynod) 

  
%============================================================================

== 
% refine.m 
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%============================================================================

== 
% 
% Purpose: 
% 
% Remeshes a quadrilateral net to divide each element into four equal ones. 

The 
% elements are assumed to be bilinear. 
% 
% 
% 
% Syntax: 
% 
% [nodesn, xnodn, ynodn] = refine(nodes, xnod, ynod); 
% 
% 
% 
% Input: 
% 
% nodes     integer    Each row represents an element and column entries 

corre- 
%                      spond to node numbers on that element. 
% 
% xnod      double     Nodal x-coordinates. 
% ynod      dobule     Nodal y-coordinates. 
% 
% 
% 
% Output: 
% 
% nodesn    integer    Remeshed counterpart of 'nodes'. 
% xnodn     double     Remeshed counterpart of 'xnod'. 
% ynodn     double     Remeshed counterpart of 'ynod'. 
% 
%============================= Have a lot of fun! 

============================= 

  

  

  
% ------------------------------------------------------------- 

Initializations 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 
% 
% The dimensions of 'xnew' and 'ynew' usually are set too large: 
% 
%   length(xnew) = {maximum number of added nodes} = 5 * nele, 
% 
% is an overestimate of the number of added nodes in the refined mesh.  
% 
% The reason why is to allocate space enough to avoid dynamic memory 

handling. 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 
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nele = size(nodes, 1);                                      % # elements. 
nno = length(xnod);                                          % # nodes. 
nold = nno;                                                  % # initial 

nodes. 
xnew = zeros(5 * nele, 1); 
ynew = xnew; 
nodesn = zeros(4 * nele, 4); 
check = sparse([], [], [], nold, nold, 5 * nno); 
xnod=xnod(:);ynod=ynod(:); 

  

  

  
% ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Preparation 

  
% All midpoint coordinates: 

  
xmid = 0.25 * sum(xnod(nodes), 2); 
ymid = 0.25 * sum(ynod(nodes), 2); 
if(nele==1) 
    xmid = 0.25 * sum(xnod(nodes)', 2); 
    ymid = 0.25 * sum(ynod(nodes)', 2); 
end    

  
% Sort pairs of nodes (by number): 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 
% 
% Done to reduce time needed for accessing 'check', a matrix used to keep 

track 
% of added nodes. 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% 

  
np1 = sort(nodes(:, [1 2]), 2); 
np2 = sort(nodes(:, [2 3]), 2); 
np3 = sort(nodes(:, [3 4]), 2); 
np4 = sort(nodes(:, [4 1]), 2); 

  

  

  
% ---------------------------------------------------------------- Element 

loop 

  
for iel = 1:nele 

  
  % Fetch nodes on present element: 
  iv = nodes(iel, :); 

  
  % Fetch nodal pairs: 
  p1 = np1(iel, :); 
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  p2 = np2(iel, :); 
  p3 = np3(iel, :); 
  p4 = np4(iel, :); 

  

  
  % -----------------------------------------------------------------  

Midpoint 

  
  % Adjust nno (one node will be added): 
  nno = nno + 1; 

  
  % Add midpoint node (always occur): 
  xnew(nno - nold) = xmid(iel); 
  ynew(nno - nold) = ymid(iel);  

  
  % Numbering of central node: 
  nodmid = nno; 

   

  
  % --------------------------------------------- Side along 1:st and 2:nd 

node 

   
  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % 
  % Is there a node between them? If "no" enter if-statement and add one. 
  % 
  % There could be a node present already, following the refinement of an 

adja- 
  % cent element, in which case nothing is to be done. 
  % 
  % We employ sorted pairs of nodes (p1-p4), using only half of the elements 

in 
  % 'check' (namely the upper diagonal part), which saves time and space. 
  % 
  % Variables n1-n4 store check-values for faster access when setting 

'nnodes'. 
  % 
  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
  % Check if node is present: 
  n1 = check(p1(1), p1(2)); 

   
  if (n1 == 0) 

     
    % Add node:  
    nno = nno + 1; 
    n1 = nno; 

  
    % Coordinates for new node: 
    xnew(nno - nold) = 0.5 * (xnod(iv(1)) + xnod(iv(2))); 
    ynew(nno - nold) = 0.5 * (ynod(iv(1)) + ynod(iv(2))); 
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    % Store added node: 
    check(p1(1), p1(2)) = n1; 

  
  end  

    

  
  % --------------------------------------------- Side along 2:nd and 3:rd 

node 

  
  n2 = check(p2(1), p2(2)); 

   
  if (n2 == 0) 
    nno = nno + 1; 
    n2 = nno; 
    xnew(nno - nold) = 0.5 * (xnod(iv(2)) + xnod(iv(3))); 
    ynew(nno - nold) = 0.5 * (ynod(iv(2)) + ynod(iv(3))); 
    check(p2(1), p2(2)) = n2; 
  end 

  

  
  % --------------------------------------------- Side along 3:rd and 4:th 

node 

  
  n3 = check(p3(1), p3(2)); 

   
  if (n3 == 0) 
    nno = nno + 1; 
    n3 = nno; 
    xnew(nno - nold) = 0.5 * (xnod(iv(3)) + xnod(iv(4))); 
    ynew(nno - nold) = 0.5 * (ynod(iv(3)) + ynod(iv(4))); 
    check(p3(1), p3(2)) = n3; 
  end 

  

  
  % --------------------------------------------- Side along 1:st and 4:th 

node 

  
  n4 = check(p4(1), p4(2)); 

   
  if (n4 == 0) 
    nno = nno + 1; 
    n4 = nno; 
    xnew(nno - nold) = 0.5 * (xnod(iv(1)) + xnod(iv(4))); 
    ynew(nno - nold) = 0.5 * (ynod(iv(1)) + ynod(iv(4))); 
    check(p4(1), p4(2)) = n4; 
  end 

  

  
  % ----------------------------------------------------------- Update 

topology 

  
  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  % 
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  % Structure: 
  % 
  % Nodes on an element are given in counter-clockwise order, starting from 

the 
  % lower-left corner. Original nodes keep their original numbers. 
  % 
  % Elements are numbered rowwise, also from the lower-left. They are, 

however, 
  % all renumbered (in contrast to original nodes). 
  % 
  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
  % Index variable: 
  ind = 4 * iel; 

  
  % Set nodes on the (k - 3):th to k:th element: 
  nodesn((ind - 3):ind, :) = [ iv(1),   n1,      nodmid,  n4;  
                               n1,      iv(2),   n2,      nodmid; 
                               nodmid,  n2,      iv(3),   n3; 
                               n4,      nodmid,  n3,      iv(4)   ]; 
end 

  

  
% Discard superfluous nodal data: 
xnodn = [xnod; xnew(1:(nno - nold))]; 
ynodn = [ynod; ynew(1:(nno - nold))]; 

 

For the sub function “neighbours” :  
function nei = neighbours(nodes) 

  
% 
%  'nei' contains the four neighbours to each element in local order of 

'nodes': 
% 
%    node 1-2 ---> neighbour 1,   {nodes 1-2 are shared with the 1:st 

neighbour} 
%         2-3 --->           2,  
%         3-4 --->           3,  
%         4-1 --->           4. 
% 
%  A zero entry means that the side lies on the boundary. 
% 
% Note: Nodes are numbered counter-clockwise starting from the lower-left. 
% 

  
% Initialization: 
nei = zeros(size(nodes)); 
nele = size(nodes, 1); 

  

  
% 
% Connecting nodes: 
% 
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% Nodes are shared between neighbours according to 
% 
%   element I    element J 
% 
%       1    --->    4,                                   {1:st edge -- 

bottom} 
%       2    --->    1,                                   {2:nd edge -- 

right} 
%       3    --->    2,                                   {3:rd edge -- top} 
%       4    --->    3,                                   {4:th edge -- left} 
%        
% meaning that, e.g., on the bottom edge node 1 (locally) of element I 

connects 
% to node 4 (locally) of element J, and so on. 
% 

  
% Matching node: 
cn = [4 1 2 3]; 

  
% Matching side: 
sn = [3 4 1 2]; 

  
for iel = 1:nele    % ---> w.r.t. elements 

   
  % Element nodes: 
  iv = nodes(iel, :); 

  
  for j = 1:4    % ---> w.r.t. edges 

  
    if (~nei(iel, j))    % ---> if neighbour not already set 

       
      % Do I have a neighbour? 
      ind = find(nodes(:, cn(j)) == iv(j), 1); 

  
      % Nothing to store if edge on boundary: 
      if (~isempty(ind)) 
        nei(iel, j) = ind;        % ---> set my neighbour 
        nei(ind, sn(j)) = iel;    % ---> I'm my neighbour's neighbour 
      end 

     
    end 
  end 
end 

 

 

For the sub function “shape”: 
function [B,fi,detj]=shape(xc,yc,xsi,eta) 
fi=[(1-xsi)*(1-eta),(1+xsi)*(1-eta),(1+xsi)*(1+eta),(1-xsi)*(1+eta)]*1/4; 
Fixsi=[-(1-eta),(1-eta),(1+eta),-(1+eta)]*1/4; 
Fieta=[-(1-xsi),-(1+xsi),1+xsi,1-xsi]*1/4; 
J=[dot(xc,Fixsi),dot(yc,Fixsi);dot(xc,Fieta),dot(yc,Fieta)]; 
detj=det (J); 
B=inv(J)*[Fixsi;Fieta]; 


